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Stern to or Med Mooring as it is often called can be quite daunting the first time. 

The main points are to have your vessel prepared and to be ‘assertive’. 

Being assertive means giving clear instructions to crew in a direct way so that they are heard 

first time ! 

First of all, as I mentioned above, it is very important to have your vessel prepared as you will often be in very 

busy harbours with some very expensive yachts around and if you’re on a charter vessel you won’t be wanting 

to lose your deposit not least suffer the wrath of other skippers if you cause any damage. People often confuse 

my ‘being assertive’ as being stressed or moody but the reason I raise my voice is so there is no doubt about 

the instruction and it WILL be heard first time. 

That said here’s my guide. 

Use the picture above and keep that in your head as you prepare and line yourself up. 

1. Make sure your crew what you are doing, where you are going and what THEY have to do. 

2. You anchor should be ready which means hanging over the bow ready to drop. 

3. You will need two stern lines ready, coiled neatly and tied to your cleats (not in a tangled heap). 

4. Have fenders on both sides and also on the transom. Always handy to have crew with roving fenders also. 

You should be aiming to anchor set about 3 boat lengths out and chain in a straight line in the middle of where 

you want to be on the quayside. The best way is to do this with a long run up. Don’t be afraid of reversing from 

well away as this gives you more time to think and a better flow of water over the rudder which will give better 

steerage. 

The person on the windlass needs to be alert and on the ball, they must make sure they let out enough chain to 

keep you going backwards but also so that there is not too much slack that may come loose later.  

 



5. When reversing some people  turn around  at the helm and face backwards. Personally, I prefer to still face forward and turn 

back and forward as required. This is something you will get use to and you will eventually stick to what works for you. 

6. My generally rule is ‘as slow as you want, as fast as you have to’.  When mooring the conditions and the number of other 

yachts will determine what speed you should use for the approach. Obviously, if there is a strong wind blowing then you will 

need to use a bit more power to compensate. If you have the luxury of being able to select a berth on various sides it will al-

ways be easier if there is a berth in the direction of where the wind is coming from. This way you can aim your vessel stern 

against the wind and have more control on the approach. 

7. Aim to have your anchor set in Fig 1 below. Once your vessel is secured to the quayside you can then tighten the slack on the 

chain so that it is taut enough to hold the bow steady. 

N.B. As a word of warning. If marinas are very busy, be prepared to be moored up as shown in Fig 2 . You still set your  

Anchor as normal and fender up accordingly but if for example you are the second boat out then you will be tying your 

lines  to the forward bows on each the vessels directly behind you.  

Hopefully you will find this helpful but please feel free to contact me if you would like any 

Further information.  Email andy@atlassailing.co.uk or call UK 07976 322417 
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